
UN Summit to Put Climate Change Apathy in Rearview  

Gland, Switzerland (September 17, 2014) -- Against the backdrop of the largest ever public 

demonstration on climate change, WWF is calling on governments and business leaders at next week’s 

high-profile UN Climate Summit in New York City to deliver clear commitments toward a future powered 

entirely by renewable energy. 

“It’s time for us to put the failed Copenhagen climate negotiations in the rearview mirror,” said 

Samantha Smith, WWF’s global climate and energy initiative leader. “People from all walks of life are 

taking to the streets and a rallying cry is building from business leaders and civil society to address 

runaway climate change. All the pieces are in place and it’s time for heads of state to join this 

movement.” 

“This is a high profile meeting and we need clear political signals that governments are committed to 

immediate actions that spur the development of renewable energy sources, expand energy efficiency 

programs, and prioritize funding for emission reduction and climate adaptation efforts,” added Smith. 

“Heads of state must pair these immediate actions with commitments to deliver strong, national 

emissions reduction targets by March 2015.” 

With international leaders convening in December in Peru for the next round of UN climate talks, the 

Summit is also a critical launchpad for eventually securing a strong global climate deal in 2015 in Paris. 

Commitments from Latin American nations – whose significance in the UN process is growing – and 

large emitters such as the United States will help set the stage for more ambitious international 

discussions. 

<FOR US VERSION ONLY> “President Obama’s three minutes at the podium have the potential to further 

galvanize Americans’ support for their government to act on climate change,” said Lou Leonard, WWF’s 

US vice president of climate change. “With strong US commitments in New York, bold leadership in 

Peru, and an aggressive emissions reduction target in March 2015, President Obama can help catalyze 

other nations to adopt the kinds of bold climate action needed to significantly slash greenhouse gas 

emissions.” 

Government, business and civil society leaders are expected to unveil several commitments at the 

summit that will reduce global deforestation and degradation, cut emissions from industry, and fund 

international efforts to help those nations most at risk to the devastating effects of climate change.  

“While many progressive leaders attending the Summit are committing to acting themselves, they are 

also coming together to tell governments that they must act as well. We cannot achieve the speed and 

scale of action we need without it,” added Smith. 

“When international leaders arrive in New York, they will be greeted by the largest, broadest, and most 

diverse climate march in history,” said Keya Chatterjee, WWF’s point person for the People’s Climate 

March and US director of renewable energy outreach. “Leaders must seize on this rallying cry and find a 

way to give the people what they want: climate action now.” 

# # # 



Note for Reporters in NYC: WWF representatives from 11 nations will be in New York for the Summit, 

including staff from Peru, France, UK, Sweden, Mexico, Brazil, Canada, US, South Africa, China, Paraguay, 

Norway, and the Philippines. 

To book an interview in New York City between Sept. 21 and 23, please contact Chris Conner, 

christopher.conner@wwfus.org, +1 (703) 304-0857 

About WWF 

For more than 50 years, WWF has been protecting the future of nature. The world’s leading 

conservation organization, WWF works in 100 countries and is supported by 1.1 million members in the 

United States and more than 5 million supporters globally. WWF’s unique way of working combines 

global reach with a foundation in science, involves action at every level from local to global, and ensures 

the delivery of innovative solutions that meet the needs of both people and nature. Visit 

worldwildlife.org to learn more. 

 

Contacts: 

Mandy Woods, WWF-International, mwoods@wwf.org.za; +27 72 393 0027 

Christopher Conner, WWF-US, christopher.conner@wwfus.org; 202-495-4786 

En Español: 

Monica Echeverria, WWF-US, monica.echeverria@wwfus.org; 202-378-3396 
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